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Z Versus Project is a ground-breaking virtual reality MMO-hybrid that 
incorporates all aspects of the Metaverse. It allows players to fully immerse 
themselves in unique stories of a post-apocalyptic world as either humans or 
zombies, fighting alongside their friends, looting legendary items for exciting 
gameplay opportunities, and taking part in a unique NFT ecosystem. 

With fully integrated blockchain wallets and exclusive crypto tokens, players can 
level-up their skills, customize their characters, and buy parcels of land or real-
estate across a virtual map to build communities, expand empires, defend from 
enemy factions, and even sell through the in-game marketplace for real money.   

Z VERSUS PROJECT   IS 
A THRILLING, 

POST-APOCALYPTIC 
METAVERSE GAME 

POWERED BY 
BLOCKCHAIN 
TECHNOLOGY

ABOUT

TOKEN UTILITY

At the heart of the game is the $ZVERSUS token. This will be the in-game token 
that will be available in both public and private sales. With the $ZVERSUS 
token, players and investors will be able to purchase real estate as an NFT. 
Additionally, the $ZVERSUS will allow players and investors to purchase NFT as 
either a sole owner or as part of a communal block of investors. This will allow a 
lot more flexibility for players and investors. 

For instance, 30 small investors can pool together their resources and make 
a major NFT real estate purchase. One of the goals of the game is to avoid 
having too much “whale” activity where only a handful of buyers own the best 
real estate. This will only discourage widespread participation in the game. By 
allowing for communal ownership, the game will seek to even the playing field 
in ways that are not available on other games. 

WHAT IS Z VERSUS PROJECT
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Over the past decade, gaming has become one of the fastest-growing 
forms of entertainment. In 2021, the gaming industry was worth 
almost $176 billion, making it larger than the entertainment and sports 
industries combined. Today, we are seeing games take multivariant 
approaches, integrating social media and platforms, adapting cutting-
edge technologies, and implementing modern forms of commerce like 
cryptocurrency and blockchain. 

Games that take on all of these emerging technologies and synergize 
them into a single product designed for longevity, replayability, play-to-earn 
mentalities, and reward-based gameplay that keeps players coming back 
are the next innovators of the market. 

Every year, thousands of different games enter the market. With the 
emergence of the metaverse and announcements from AAA developers, 
we can expect to see an avalanche of new gaming experiences. To 
compete in that fledgling Metaverse market, it’s critical that Z Versus 
Project sets itself apart from the competition to attract a growing user base. 

That’s why we created Z Versus Project around four foundational 
pillars: gameplay, community, engagement, and earning. 

WHAT MAKES Z VERSUS PROJECT DIFFERENT? 

 Z Versus Project 
Four Foundational 

Pillar

GameplayEarning

CommunityEngagement
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GAMEPLAY
Something most modern blockchain games are missing is gameplay. 
In effort to make the most money as quickly as possible, they lose out 
on the long-term investment. They design games with no potential 
for growth, no brand or consistent player base in mind. To turn that 
blockchain gaming trend on its head, we asked ourselves why a game 
where you play to earn can’t be fun too?

The answer is, it can. Z Versus Project is a game first. It’s designed not 
only to incorporate a unique cryptocurrency, engage with blockchain 
technologies, and be a profitable avenue for both players and investors 
– but to be fun. With immersive VR options, looter-shooter combat, and 
complex building tools, it’s got everything to keep players coming back. 
Enjoyment, engagement, an excited community and dev team – that’s 
what ensures Z Versus Project builds out and up, and isn’t a one-hit-
wonder.

COMMUNITY
Games nowadays are nothing without the community who supports 
them. Players can make or break a games success because they can 
smell a con from a mile away. We not only want to provide a game that 
engages on the gameplay side, but on the communal side as well. Z 
Versus Project uses the metaverse as a core of its design philosophy, 
incorporating social media engagement into the actual world. 

Imagine a game hub that doubles as your own social media page, a 
messenger app linked directly to your phone so you always know how 
your unique progress and experience is evolving. Z Versus Project 
uses community as a pillar to ensure that gamers who join have other 
gamers to communicate with – to build post-apocalyptic settlements 

together and earn real money renting them out. It wants friends to join 
in a social space online as if it were a bar in their local town. 

ENGAGE
Engagement in gaming, just like in any relationship, is a two-way street. 
To encourage feedback from our community, we will create an open 
dialogue with players. As we stress-test features, we want feedback. 
Before new DLCS drop, we’ll roll out betas to a select few premium 
users and influencers. 

To further encourage engagement, the dev team won’t be relegated 
to radio silence about the project. They’ll be encouraged to join the 
conversations on the in-game forums. They’ll be there to talk about 
the game with players who love it and even offer up unique art of the 
original design as NFTs.

EARN
As a blockchain game, Z Versus Project is designed for players to earn 
real money. Through crypto implementation and numerous features 
from marketplace to NFTs, the more players play, the more they can 
earn. However, that doesn’t mean earning is only relegated to a select 
few at the top. Earning in Z Versus Project is about diversity and multiple 
avenues. 

Some may find value in building massive zombie-proof fortresses, 
whereas others might earn their loot in the Global War of zombies vs. 
humans, and still others might find rare rewards through diligent mining 
and expansive exploration of the post-apocalyptic world. No matter how 
you play, you have ways to earn in Z Versus Project .
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Every decade, there are a handful of industries that transform the way we work, think, play, and communicate. The 1990s brought us the .com boom, the 
2000s brought ecommerce to the mainstream, and the 2010s saw the emergence of social media. So, what are the major industries that will impact us the 
most in the modern era? 

The answer is not one, but four major industries that are set to disrupt the status quo and transform our lives: virtual reality (VR), gaming, blockchain, and 
metaverse. 

VR is a computer-
simulated environment 
created in virtual 3D. In 
most cases, a VR set 
will be required to view 
and interact in such an 
environment. There are 
171 million VR users 
worldwide.

Gaming is now larger 
than the sports, movie, 
and music industries 
combined. In 2021, the 
gaming industry was 
$180 billion dollars.

Transforming the Digital Future 
with Four Emerging Industries

Market Analysis

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) GAMING 

Americans are familiar 
with VR technology

VR owners use 
their set daily

28% 78%

gamers play on their 
personal  computers

52%

2.5 billion people 
play online and
platform games

 $24 billion 
in 2024.Global VR gaming revenue

 $170 billion 
gaming industry revenue per year
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Over 20 countries have adopted 
or researched creating a national 
cryptocurrency

By 2024, the blockchain will account 
for $20 billion in annual revenue

There are nearly 100 million 
blockchain wallets

JP Morgan projects that the metaverse 
will have a value of over $1 trillion

The metaverse will create over 
10,000 jobs in the next 5 years

Disney is working on a metaverse 
themed park

48% of people surveyed said that 
would visit the metaverse for live 
entertainment

Facebook parent Meta is investing 
$10 billion in metaverse projects

The wholesale decentralization of just about every 
industry on the planet. From banking to smart contracts, 
everything can be done on the blockchain without the 
permission of a third party. A blockchain is a digitally 
distributed public ledger that displays all transactions 
on a network. Blockchain is most associated with 
cryptocurrencies.

Out of the four emerging industries, the metaverse is perhaps the most 
unique and more transformative of all. That is because the metaverse 
seeks to take just about all of our current technologies - VR, gaming, 
blockchain, social media, e-commerce, internet - and bring them all
into a “second universe” where you will create an alternate digital 
version of yourself. Also known as Web3, the metaverse may be one of 
the biggest innovations of the early 21st century.

Blockchain Metaverse
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Z Versus Project is the ultimate combination of these four emerging technologies. With VR gaming, blockchain technologies that incorporate unique cryptos 
and NFTs, and all fully-integrated into the metaverse - Z Versus Project comes to redefine how we see gaming, communities, social platforms, and crypto 
earning.

To take advantage of all the latest blockchain and metaverse innovations, Project-Z has 
included what has worked in other games and brought them here. This includes the 
ability to farm for tokens within the game and create an NFT marketplace where players 
can trade various gameplay items. 

In addition to these popular gameplay features, the game also features both open-
world and arena settings which creates unique player experiences. Whether a player 
wants to spend time and explore the Project-Z world and farm for loot or participate in a 
battle, there will always be more than enough gameplay options available. Additionally, 
our roadmap plans for expansions to both the open world and the arena maps. With 
Project-Z, there will always be new and exciting ways to experience the game. 

9 Z Versus Project Metaverse. 

The Big Four in Action

Products & Features 
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Finally experience a blockchain game that puts the “game” 
first. With visceral combat, an immersive world, emergent 
gameplay, fully integrated communication tools, and your 
own avatar placed in a virtual space to clothe, level, and 
protect – you enter this post-apocalyptic world and decide 
whether you’re there to survive with the last remnants of 
humanity, or conquer them among the zombie hordes. 

Combat items are for gameplay. Armors, aesthetics, and 
house upgrades – those are for farming, crafting, and NFT 
trading. We keep the game you love to play at the forefront 
by offering a balance of in-game items that are designed 
to keep gameplay engaging, and in-game assets that are 
discovered, mined, traded, and purchased. Play and earn 
how you want to! 

Engage with other real players in the Global War. Fight for territories in a battle of Zombies vs. Humans by collecting troops and supplies to push 
the line forward or defend areas in danger.

During VR gameplay, daily missions, and farming, you can collect HERO CARDS from either side. These hero cards are your troops for battle. But 
to power your hero cards, you need supplies. Get in to fight the war well-armed for the fight to earn real cash in a competitive space. 

Players can buy virtual 
apartments in cities 
and plots of land in the 
country to live in and 
grow. From shopping 
malls, castle fortresses, 
to beachside shacks, 
and local office parks – 
every parcel of a limited 
supply can be uniquely built to house in-game ecosystems, designed 
for beautiful aesthetic quality, expanded through marketplace 
purchases, combined with friends through communal ownership for 
unreal empires, and defended from enemy factions to ensure survival.

After creating a space you’re proud of, put it on the marketplace for 
sale, allowing other players to bid and purchase your Rebuild for real 
money or crypto. If you can’t bring yourself to sell the land you’ve 
worked hard to create, rent it out to prospective leasers for a given 
time and leave behind vendors for continued income while you 
explore the vast and unrelenting post-apocalypse.  

Immersive Online Gameplay

Play & Earn

Multiplayer Global War 

Virtual Player Spaces & Rebuilds
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Within Z-Versus, advertisements will play a key role in earnings generation. We are offering investors an opportunity to benefit from that ad revenue, and are 
calling it Z-Adverts.

Experience real-world companies displayed in a virtual space catered exclusively to the post-apocalyptic aesthetic. Discover and purchase unique clothing 
items from name brands and gather supplies to combat the human or zombie onslaught with items brought to you by your favorite companies.

As players, enjoy a world reminiscent of our own torn by the ravages of a zombie uprising as sponsored content in social spaces is carefully placed to 
ensure immersion and native ad experiences. 

As businesses, use a virtual landscape to better promote your products to the 
customers who use it and work with us to create digital recreations that can be used as 
actual in-game items or aesthetic décor. 

This allows everyone from social influencers to major brands to appear in the game. By 
adding a robust advertising component to the game, we seek to accomplish several 
goals.

First, allowing advertising space will help fund the game. This will allow developers to 
expand the game over time and fulfill the roadmap. Additionally, allowing for advertising 
in the game provides a way for the game to better mirror the real world. Since Project-Z 
will exist in the metaverse, it is important that the game provide a real-world experience 
that includes realistic environments which would include advertisements. Finally, the 
developers realize that big brands and smaller advertisers will have vastly different 
budgets. Therefore, the game offers both large-scale and smaller-scale media spaces. 
This will allow a wide range of buyers to advertise in the game. 

Advertising
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With an in-game marketplace and an NFT ecosystem on other blockchains, you don’t have to go far to share your unique discoveries with the world. Create 
liquidity for assets, scour pages of epic content discovered by real players and alter, decorate, or personalize your own that is guaranteed to turn heads.

Experience an entire post-apocalyptic world of unique NFT items and artwork found from avenues of exploration, product integration, and unique player-
made designs. Uncover the rarest loot through gameplay, utilize brand-names for purchase to make your character stand out, and bid in auctions on real art 
created to develop the unique world of Z Versus Project.

The world of Z Versus Project is full of secrets and rare items that only the most ardent players will uncover. But there is more than just rare loot, there is the 
ability to design. Whether crafting a unique item from unreal sources, or creating a settlement of unimaginable scope, your work won’t go unnoticed. 

Whatever you design, whatever your persistence provides can be listed on the marketplace for others to admire and rent for a time or purchase outright. 

Z-Market Place

NFT’S
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To ensure the integrity of the $ZVERSUS in-game token, great care has gone into how the total supply will be distributed. This includes allowing for a healthy 
budget for game development and rewards. Allocations to the IDO and team will be modest to ensure the overall integrity of the token. $ZVERSUS will have 
a total supply of 1,000,000,000 tokens. 

Tokenomics

%19
Game Development

%10 
Marketing

%4
Advisory

%16
Ecosystem

%13 
Rewards

%8
Treasury/Reserve

%10
Team

%10
Private Sale

%4
Public Sale

%6 
IDO
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% Amount Vesting Month

Game development 19% 190.000.000 Monthly vesting for 14 months

ecosystem 16% 160.000.000 Monthly vesting for 14 months

rewards 13% 130.000.000 Monthly vesting for 14 months

treasury/Reserve 8% 50.000.000 Monthly vesting for 2 months 

advisory 4% 40.000.000 Monthly vesting during 16 months

marketing 10% 100.000.000 Monthly vesting during 10 months 

team 10% 100.000.000 Monthly vesting for 16 months

private sale 10% 100.000.000 16% At tge and 7% monthly vesting during 12 months

public sale 4% 40.000.000 20% At tge and 10% monthly vesting during 8 months 

iDO 6% 60.000.000 25% At tge followed by 15% monthly vesting during 5 months

Z VERSUS TOKENOMICS

VALUATION
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% Amount Vesting Month

Game development 19% 190.000.000 Monthly vesting for 14 months

ecosystem 16% 160.000.000 Monthly vesting for 14 months

rewards 13% 130.000.000 Monthly vesting for 14 months

treasury/Reserve 8% 50.000.000 Monthly vesting for 2 months 

advisory 4% 40.000.000 Monthly vesting during 16 months

marketing 10% 100.000.000 Monthly vesting during 10 months 

team 10% 100.000.000 Monthly vesting for 16 months

private sale 10% 100.000.000 16% At tge and 7% monthly vesting during 12 months

public sale 4% 40.000.000 20% At tge and 10% monthly vesting during 8 months 

iDO 6% 60.000.000 25% At tge followed by 15% monthly vesting during 5 months

Z VERSUS TOKENOMICS

CIRCULATING SUPPLY – PLANNED RELEASE SCHEDULE 
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Z VERSUS TOKENOMICS

TOKEN PRESALE

1,000,000,000 
$ZVERSUS TOKENS MINTED 

FUNDS RAISED ARE USED FOR MARKETING, GAME 
DEVELOPMENT AND EXCHANGE LIQUIDITY. 

PRIVATE SELL 

TBA
PUBLIC SALE

 TBA
IDO

 TBA
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Roadmap

Q4 2021 /
Q1-Q2
2022

• Core Team Creation
• Entity Establishment
• Game Concept and Game Design 

Release
• Create Project Website
• Roadmap Creation, Tokenomics and 

Pitch Deck.
• Kickstart Development of Game 

• Website Update
• Game Enhancements
• Hiring New Team Members;
• Marketing And Wider Audience Reach 

Out Starts
• Staking Platform Launch
•  Exchange Listings
 -Launch Alpha Desktop Version 

• New Partnerships
• Listing Tier 1 - Central Exchange
• Official Desktop Game Launch
• (Final game version available for the 

players.)
• Esports Team and Guilds Partnership
• Tournament (e-sports and guilds team)
• Team Starts Working on Integration With 

VR

• Publish Project Website
• Restructuring of Social Communication 

Networks.
• KYC and AUDIT
• Team & Advisors Finalization
• Private Sale
• Public Sale
• Initial Dex Offering ( IDO )
• Swap Listings
• Launch Pre-Alpha Version 
• NFTs and Marketplace
• Integration With IPFS And Opensea
• New Partnerships
• Start of WEB3.0 Integration

• Integration Into The BSC Network
• Enabling Gameplay of New NFT Items, 

Buying And Selling of Ads and Lands, 
Buildings, Z VERSUS Token Staking And 
Farming.

• Improvements Based on The 
Community Feedback on Beta Version

• - Enabling Rent Mechanism
• Beta Launch on Testnet
•  (This version will only be available for 

NFT holders)

• Esports Team and Guilds 
partnership

• Tournament 
• Release Beta Version Game With 

Metaverse And VR Integration 
for Top Players, NFT Holders, 
And Social Media Influencers.

• Launch Official Game VR Version

Q3-Q4 
2022

Q1
2023

Q4
2023

Q2 - Q3 
2023

Q1
2024
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DISCLAIMER 

The information provided in this whitepaper does not constitute investment advice, financial advice and trading advice. The Z 
VERSUS PROJECT team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you, or state that the 
ZVERSUS token is more than a simple utility token. Do your own due diligence. By purchasing the ZVERSUS token, you agree that 
you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you 
may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not legally required to provide any support or services. 
You should have no expectation of any form from the ZVERSUS token and its development team. Always make sure that you are in 
compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. 

TOKEN DISCLAIMER 

CONTACT US 

OUR TEAM

Our support team is available around the clock to respond to your emails and queries. For marketing, promotional and partnership 
proposals we kindly request you contact us via e-mail to: info@zversus.io 

Team members are listed on the home page.

https://www.zversus.io/#team

